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Abstract

Semantic web extends the current web by adding semantics. By adding semantics we enable intelligent reasoning to be done on web. In this paper an application is created in eclipse using Jena semantic web development framework. Application developed consists of creating several classes and properties. Jena supports three operations on the model which were shown by creating two appropriate schemas. Reasoning capabilities of Jena is demonstrated by applying an OWL reasoner to the application for additional inference. At last the validity of the inference made after reasoning was tested and it was found to be consistent.
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Introduction

Semantic web is the next generation web with an aim to allow much more advanced knowledge management systems by organizing knowledge into conceptual spaces according to its meaning. Semantic web uses automated tools and reasoners for supporting knowledge maintenance by checking inconsistencies and extracting new knowledge from existing knowledge [1].

In this paper two ontology models are created in eclipse using Jena semantic web development framework. Capabilities of Jena are demonstrated by adding, differentiating and intersecting the models. At last applied a reasoner is applied for checking the consistency of the new model and inferring additional information. After checking the consistency of the model it was found consistent.

This paper is organized as; first section gives an introduction of Jena followed by the development of application. In the next section operations are performed on the schema i.e. addition, difference and intersection. In the next section method of applying a reasoner on the new model created after adding both the schemas is demonstrated. Last section comprises of the validation check that was performed on the inferred model created after reasoning.

2. Related work

The worked done in this domain comprised of working on DARPA Agent Markup Language (DAML) and performing inference on the Semantic Web [2]. The approach used DAMLJessKB maps DAML’s semantics and put this into facts and rules for producing inferences.

Another work uses data and knowledge encoded in semantic web documents using an F-OWL inference engine based on F-logic. F-logic is an approach to describe a frame based system in logic [3].

Both the above mentioned approaches device a new inference mechanism for reasoning. The approach used in this paper is built on the inference supported in Jena. OWLReasoner which is one of the build in reasoner in Jena is used to perform inference. The validity of the inference made was tested by performing a validation test and it was found to be consistent without any inconsistencies.
3. Jena Semantic web development framework

Jena is an open source Semantic Web framework for Java. Jena has an API to extract data from and write to RDF graphs and OWL ontologies. Model represents a graph in Jena [2]. A model can be created by using data from URLs, files, databases or by combining different sources. In memory and persistent storage for storing large number of RDF triples is provided in Jena. SPARQL can be used to query model. Jena has built in support for many internal reasoners. Pellet reasoner can be used in Jena.

3.1 Jena Ontology API

Ontologies can be represented by various languages in semantic web ranging from RDFS which is weakest to OWL which is the strongest. Jena ontology API provides a consistent programming interface for ontology application development [5]. Jena ontology API is independent of ontology language used during programming. The Jena Ontology API is language-neutral class names in Java do not mention the underlying language.

OntClass Java class which represent OWL class, RDFS class, or DAML class. Profile is used to establish the differences between the various representations. Every ontology languages are associated with a profile, which contains the details of names of the classes and properties and the permitted constructs. Profile is bounded to an ontology model. OntModel is an extended version of Jena's Model class, which allows access to the statements in a collection of RDF data. OntModel extends this access by adding support for the kinds of objects in ontology such as classes, properties and individuals.

3.2 Reasoning

Reasoners work on the ontology to derive additional truth on the modeled concepts [6]. Jena reasoner creates a new RDF model containing asserted and derived tuples. This extended model can be queried in the same way as a plain RDF model. Jena inference subsystem allow a range of reasoners for deriving additional facts including Transitive reasoner which implements transitive and reflexive properties, RDFS rules reasoner containing RDFS entailments, OWL reasoner, DAML reasoner, Generic rule reasoner for supporting user defined rules.

4. Application development

For creating application in Jena ontology API [5]. Jena ontology model is used which is an extension of the Jena RDF model with an extra capabilities for handling ontologies. Jena ModelFactory is used to create ontology models. The most simple way to create an ontology model is as follows:

```
OntModel m = ModelFactory.createOntologyModel();
```

An ontology model with the default settings will be created [7]. Default settings consist of maximum compatibility with the previous version of Jena. The default settings consist of OWL-Full language support, RDF inferences producing entailments from sub property and sub class hierarchy, in memory storage.
4.1 Classes and Properties

Classes are the basic building blocks of ontology. OntClass object in Jena represents a simple class [8]. An ontology class is a facet of an RDF resource. Classes are created by calling createClass method. Properties are added by calling createObjectProperty method and createDatatypeProperty methods for creating object and datatype properties respectively.

Two ontological schemas are created in Jena. The first schema represents various categories of persons and the second schema show the categorization of working people. Person is the root class of the first schema which is further divided into several subclasses as shown in figure 2. Working is the root class of the second schema which is divided into Professional and Nonprofessional as shown in figure 3.

![Fig. 2. Schema1](image1)

![Fig. 3. Schema2](image2)

In our application several classes are created as shown in figure 4. Schema1 root class is Person. Person class is further divided into Senior, MiddleAge, Children, Teenage and Young. Young class is further divided into Working and Student. Working is again divided into Professional and NonProfessional.

Schema2 root class is working which is further divided into Professional and NonProfessional. Both Professional and NonProfessional classes are further divided into JobTitle, Pay, Designation. Subclasses are declared as disjoint and are arranged in an hierarchy with the code shown in figure 5 and figure 6.
Properties are created. Domain (class) and range (class) are added to the properties as shown in figure 7 and figure 8.
5. Operations on schemas

Jena provides three kinds of operations on schema to combine information. The operations are union, intersection, and difference [5].

5.1 Union

Union (Model): A new model is created containing all the statements in this model with all of those in another given model. It can also merge data from different data sources. After applying union to both the schemas by giving `schema1.add(schema2)` command the following output is obtained at console as shown in figure 8. All classes present in both the schemas are displayed along with the properties and the root of the classes after adding is displayed as person. Output schema generated after adding is shown in figure 9.
5.2 Intersection
Intersection (Model): Intersection creates a new model containing all the statements which are in both this model and another model. After applying intersection to schema1 and schema2 by giving command schema2.intersection(schema1) the output obtained is shown in figure 10.

5.3 Difference
Difference (Model): Difference create a new model containing all the statements in this model which are not in another model after applying difference to both the schemas by giving command schema1.difference(schema2) output obtained is shown in figure 11.
6. Reasoning

Reasoner is applied after merging both the schema by following steps given below [6]. The first step in applying the reasoner is to find the appropriate reasoner as Jena support many types of reasoner and there is also build in support for the reasoners in Jena. Reasoner must be applied after selecting appropriate reasoner. Next step is to create an inference model to study the output after reasoning. At last access the inference model which contains the output of the reasoning.

6.1 Finding a reasoner

Reasoner Factory is the factory class present for every type of reasoner. A reasoner can be created by calling an instance of reasoner factory or by retrieving from reasoner registry which contains instances indexed by URI assigned to the reasoner. There are additional methods on ResonerRegistry for locating the instance of the reasoner like getTransitiveReasoner, getRDFSReasoner, getRDFSSimpleReasoner, getOWLReasoner, getOWLMiniReasoner, getOWLMicroReasoner. An OWL reasoner is used in our example by giving following statement.

```java
Reasoner reasoner = ReasonerRegistry.getOWLReasoner();
```

6.2 Applying a reasoner to data

After the creation of reasoner instance it must be attached to both schema data and instance data. In our example only schema data is present. Reasoner.bindSchema method to bind a reasoner to schema.

```java
reasoner = reasoner.bindSchema(schema1);
```

6.3 Creating an inference model

An inference model has to be created after bind. ModelFactory.createInfModel method is called to create an inference model.

```java
InfModel infmodel = ModelFactory.createInfModel(reasoner, schema1);
```

6.4 Accessing inferences

Information stored in inference model must be accessed. The content of inference model can be written to an output file in turtle and a check can be made on the inferences made by the owl reasoner as shown in figure 12.

```java
infmodel.write(System.out, "TURTLE");
```

Fig. 12. Code for reasoning

6.5 Inferences
Output generated after performing inference are displayed on the console in turtle format. Reasoner is applied after merging both the schemas a list of all classes present in added schema must be generated in the output along with the properties for class. Details of designation class in the output inference model is as shown in below figure 13.

![Fig.13. Designation class details after reasoning.](image1)

Properites hasExperience and hasDegree were created for the schema2 but after adding they are included in schema1 as the properties of subclasses of Person, Young, working, Professional and NonProfessional as shown in figure 14 and figure 15.

![Fig. 14. hasExperience property details after reasoning](image2)

![Fig.15. hasDegree property details after reasoning](image3)

7. Validation

Validation interface is used to check and detect whether some constraint expressed using ontology languages in semantic web are violated or not [6]. InfModel.validate() interface is used to check for inconsistencies in data using a reasoner, it performs global check on the schema and instance data looking for inconsistencies and creates ValidityReport object consisting of a simple pass/fail flag. If ValidyReport.isValid() method returns true then they are no inconsistencies in the reasoned data if it is not valid then a report consisting of detected inconsistencies will be generated as an instances of the ValidityReport.Report interface.

The code used for validation of the current application is given in the figure 15. In the code first a call is made to InfModel.validate() interface which returns a variable validity of ValidityReport type. Check for inconsistencies is carried by calling validity.isValid() if the output is pass then output consists of statement no errors after validation otherwise error report consisting of inconsistencies is printed as shown in the below figure 16.
After applying validation test to our application the output consists of as no errors after validation, our application has successfully passed the validation test and is consistent with no conflicts as shown in figure 17.

8. Conclusions

This paper started with an introduction of Jena semantic web development framework. An application was developed with two ontological schemas. Jena capabilities of adding, intersecting and differentiating were demonstrated by taking input as schemas. Reasoner was applied on the new schema which was generated after adding both schemas. Validation was performed after reasoning to check for inconsistencies in the schema generated after reasoning. Our application had passed the validation test with no conflicts in the schema.

9. Future work

In future we want to focus more on the reasoning capabilities of Jena. We want to develop user defined rule using generic rule reasoner. At last we want to develop an application for personalization of preferences for user based on user defined rule.
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